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KPI by TOU Report 
 
Introduction 
  
The ‘KPI by TOU Report’ combines energy usage visualizations, TOU, scaling by another Source & 
Measurement pair and optionally notification on target value exceptions.  The reports main 
extensions are: 
• Scale input Sources by another Source and Measurement pair; 
• Calculates upper and lower target lines based on standard deviation calculations; 
• Define upper and lower static target values, per source or per source grouping; 
• Send an email notification if any target values (static or calculated) are exceeded in any of the 

defined periods; 
• Optionally log native PME Alarms based on target exceptions; 
• Optionally notify only on the last aggregated period; 
• Optionally exclude any values that could not be scaled resulting in only period of scaled data; 
• Scaling is optional so that the notification features can also be used on unscaled data; 
• Optionally hide charts without target exceptions; 

  

Installation 
  
Installation of the KPI by TOU Report is seamless via the packaged installer. Simply run the 
‘Production Reports Trial’ executable, follow the prompts and the new report pack is installed for 
you. 
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When running the installation, ensure you are logged in as a Windows Administrator or have 
administrator credentials to the SQL server instance. If you are logged in as an Administrator simply 
click next of the database connection dialog to proceed using these credentials. 
 

 
  

Configuration 
  
The Report is installed like any other in the system, the reports parameters are illustrated below. 
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Title: This is the title to be shown at the top of the report; 
 
Sources: The list of Sources & Measurements to analyse, including Hierarchies; Multiple pairs can be 
selected individually or grouped together. A multiplier can be defined per row and can be assigned 
to individual sources or groups for a first step of normalization. Lower & Upper limits can also be 
defined per source or group to be used as static limit lines in the chart and for exception reporting; 
 
Scale Source/Measurement: The Source & Measurement pair to scale the above selected source 
data with (optional – leave blank to not scale by another Source & Measurement). A Hierarchy can 
also be selected to use as the scaling Source.  
 
Note that the report calculated values differently when a Scale Source & Measurement pair is used: 

• No Scale Source/Measurement – the report will process Usage measurements by summing 
all the values in the Aggregation/TOU intervals and the totals for the tables will also 
represent sums of these values; 

• Scale Source/Measurement selected – the report will still process the usage measurements 
by summing the values for both the driver sources as well as the scale source for the 
aggregation/TOU intervals and divide the driver total by the scale total to get the normalized 
value for that interval. The totals are calculated in the same way where the driver and scale 
values are summed for the entire period and the driver value is divided by the scale value. 
Note that all the totals are calculated in this way and not simply averages of the individual 
periods. 
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Scale Multiplier: An additional multiplier can be used for conversions, e.g. m3 -> MJ; 
 
Precision: Decimal value precision to be used in report output and saved values. 
 
Custom Units Override: Enter an override for the default measurement label that is usually applied 
to the selected Source and Measurement data. This can be anything that represents the normalized 
data, e.g. ‘kWh/tonne’ or ‘kWh/person’; 
 
Reporting Period: The period to retrieve and process data for; 
 
Standard Deviation Calculation Period: The period for which standard deviation must be calculated. 
This time must encompass the reporting period. Failing to do so will fail the report generation with 
an error in PME system logs. 
 
Rollup: Choose the interval for which you would like to aggregate the values by. Available options 
are Daily, Weekly, Monthly, Yearly and are reflected in the data table and all selected charts. 
 
Select Time of Use: Choose the desired Time of Use Schedule to apply to the resulting data tables 
and charts; 
 
Use Standard Deviation Target in Column Chart: Calculate and show in the column chart upper and 
lower standard deviation lines. If multiple sources or multiple TOU periods exist, then each 
source/TOU Period will be represented on a separate chart to ensure clarity. 
 
Show Average in Column Chart: When set to yes, an additional line is drawn in each chart 
representing the average of that dataset/series; 
 
Standard Deviation Multiplier: Allows the width of the banding to be controlled, specifying a value 
greater than 1 will relax/widen the banding and result in become less sensitive to outliers. Specifying 
a value less than 1 will narrow the banding and be more sensitive to outliers. 
 
Chart Type: Choose to display the data in either a Column or Stacked Column chart; 
 
Include Data Tables: Toggle to show/hide the data tables representing the selected sources; 
 
Auto-scale Y-Axis: When set to ‘No’, the Y-axis is always locked to zero, otherwise the scale is set 
automatically; 
 
Exclude Unscaled Values: If a scaling Source & Measurement pair is selected but for some of the 
rolled up intervals (Aggregation + Time of Use) then these values cannot be calculated due to 
causing a divide by zero error. In this case these values will be set to 0 in the table but when this 
option is set to ‘Yes’ then these values are removed from the dataset to only show rows/chart values 
that can be scaled; 
 
Show Data Warnings: Optionally show a table of any general data warnings encountered during the 
report processing; 
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Notify On Target Value Exception: Optionally send an email notification whenever the report is run 
(ad-hoc or via subscription) and a static target value exception occurs to the supplied email 
addresses; The target values are evaluated as follows: 

• Lower Target Line – Any period (aggregation/TOU) where the resulting value (scaled or not) 
is less than the specified Target value will cause an exception notification to be sent. 

• Upper Target Line – Any period (aggregation/TOU) where the resulting value (scaled or not) 
is greater than the specified Target value will cause an exception notification to be sent. 

 
Notify on Std Dev Exception: Optionally send an email notification whenever the report is run (ad-
hoc or via subscription) and a standard deviation (calculated) target value exception occurs to the 
supplied email addresses. Note that there is an upper and lower line that is calculated and if the 
value for the aggregated interval falls outside of the calculated band then an exception occurs; 
 
Notify/Show Charts on Last Aggregated Interval Exception Only: Rather than notify on every 
aggregated interval that causes a target exception, setting this to yes will only cause the exception & 
email to be sent if the last (most recent) interval falls outside of the set target lines (applies to both 
static & standard deviation targets). This is useful when the reporting period is required to be large 
to calculate an appropriate average/standard deviation. Additionally, the definition of last interval 
here is the absolute last interval in the selected reporting period, regardless whether data exists for 
that period; 
 
Create Alarms based on Exception Settings: In addition to notification emails being sent, setting this 
to Yes will also create a native PME alarm per exception. Note that for alarms to be created, the 
sources selected must be physical sources/devices not Hierarchy/Virtual Nodes. For virtual 
nodes/hierarchies to be used for alarm creation, a manual step of creating an equivalent source 
must occur. Note that by default the alarm priority for created alarms is set to 64. 
 
Alarm Priority: The alarm priority used while creating exception alarms in the system. 
 
Show Charts with Exception Only: Setting this to yes will hide any charts which do not contain any 
aggregated intervals that cause target value exceptions. Only intervals causing exceptions in those 
charts are shown. Note that when ‘Notify/Show Charts on Last Aggregated Interval Exception Only’ 
is set to yes, in combination with this setting, only charts with an exception in the Last interval will 
be shown. 
 
Email Address: Enter comma separated email addresses to send a notification to when a Target 
Value exception occurs; 
 
Email Subject\Alarm Type: Enter the email subject line/Alarm type to be used when a target value 
exception notification occurs; 
 
Source Label: Choose to display either the source name, source description or both in the output 
table; 
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Chart Output 
 
Depending on what options are selected in the report parameters, the following charts are rendered 
using the same normalized dataset as calculated. 
 

Column Chart with Static Targets 
For each series, (i.e. Source, Measurement and Time of Use period) a separate chart will be 

generated for each: 

 

 

Column Chart with Calculated Standard Deviation Targets 
If the Standard Deviation option is selected, then additional limit lines will be drawn on each chart 

representing the standard deviation lines for the data series:
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Stacked Column Chart 
If the stacked column chart option is selected, then all series are plotted together in a stacked 

format: 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Tabular Output 
  
The data is published in several different table to provide multiple views of the dataset. 
 

Summary Table 
 
The first table is the summary table that summarizes based on Source & Time of Use period alone. 
Any aggregation (hourly/daily/weekly etc.) is ignored and the data set is totalled in regards to 
aggregation interval: 
 

 
 

Aggregation Breakdown Table 
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After each column chart, a table is displayed summarizing the Aggregation & Time of Use period for 
the specific data series:  
 

 
  

Notification Samples 

When the notification settings are enabled, the following are sample emails which are sent 

out based on static and calculated (standard deviation) exceptions: 

 

Static Target Notification Email 
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Calculated Target Notification 

 

 

 
 

Alarm Creation 
When ‘Create Alarms based on Exception Settings’ is set to Yes, an alarm is created for each target 

value exception (static or calculated) as per the configuration of the report. These alarms can be 

viewed as per normal via the Alarm Viewer: 

 

 

 


